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o  Concluding with key components of effective HOS evaluation: This is 
a working proposal to help you, not a silver bullet. 

o  Soliciting more intriguing questions from you. 

o  Real-time feedback: We want an interactive session with you as we 
wrestle openly with our questions. 
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Presentation Goals 

o  Adding value to your evaluation process by sharing effective 
practices. 

o  Shifting focus from judgment to helping the HOS become a 
better HOS. 

o  Reframing HOS evaluation as an ongoing tool for growth. 

o  Offering insight into what heads find helpful and challenging. 
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Intriguing Question #1 

How can we avoid evaluation extremes:  
Too laudatory on one extreme or too judgmental 
or second-guessing on the other? 



Intriguing Question #2 

How can evaluation be structured through the 
lens of a head’s stage in leadership (near 
retirement, those in mid-career, and new to the 
role)? 



Intriguing Question #3 

How can heads be responsive, not resistant, to 
Board evaluation when crafting goals that will 
advance the school’s mission? 



Intriguing Question #4 

How can we avoid a vicious circle: Board chairs 
fearful to offer feedback and heads fearful to hear 
feedback? 



Intriguing Question #5 

Why are board-HOS trust and chair-HOS 
partnership so key and foundational to an 
effective evaluation process? 
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Components of Effective HOS Evaluation: 
A Working Model 

o  Ongoing, not once-per-year = no surprises 

o  Scheduled, predictable, and protected meeting time for board 
and head 

o  Addresses a head’s stage in leadership 

o  Multifaceted feedback loop 

o  Goal-oriented 

o  Builds leadership capacity to grow the school 

o  Feedback to help improve performance 



What intriguing questions do 
you want to add to the list? 


